Evidence for the relationship between the regulatory effects of microRNAs and attack robustness of biological networks.
It has been previously suggested that microRNAs (miRNAs) have a tendency to regulate the important components of biological networks. The goal of the present study was to systematically test if one can establish a relationship between miRNA targets and the important components of biological networks (including human protein-protein interaction network, signaling network and metabolic network). For this analysis, we have studied the attack robustness of these networks. It has been previously shown that deletion of network vertices in descending order of their importance (e.g., in decreasing order of vertex degrees) can affect the network structure much more considerably. In the current study, we introduced three miRNA-based measures of importance: "miRNA count" (i.e., the number of miRNAs that regulate a given network component); average adjacent miRNA count, "AAmiC" (i.e., the average number of miRNAs regulating the targeted components adjacent to a given component); and total adjacent miRNA count, "TAmiC" (i.e., the total number of miRNAs regulating the targeted components adjacent to a given component). Our results suggest that "miRNA count" is only marginally capable of locating the important components of the networks, while TAmiC was the most relevant measure. By comparing TAmiC with the classical centrality measures (which are solely based on the network structure) when simultaneously removing vertices, we show that this measure is correlated to degree and betweenness centrality measures, while its performance is generally better than that of closeness and eigenvector centrality measures. The results of this study suggest that TAmiC which represents a measure based on both network structure and biological knowledge, can successfully determine the important network components indicating that miRNA regulation and network robustness are related.